
January 13, 2016 

A Message to Executive Representatives from FINRA Small and Mid-Size 
Governors 

As the industry elected Small and Mid-Size Firm Governors, our primary duty is to 
support FINRA's mission of investor protection and market integrity. We also know that 
many of you voted for us so that your voice would be heard at the Board level and by 
FINRA senior management as well. In that regard, we have spoken to many of you 
during the course of our respective campaigns and Board terms. We have learned a lot 
from you and we want to be effective emissaries. 

One theme that firms raise consistently involves the FINRA examination process. While 
points of view vary widely, it is fair to say that many firms find an exam to be a trying 
experience. Despite the fact that most firms study the Exam Priorities Letter and stay 
abreast of published disciplinary information, many are blindsided by their examination 
results, which might mean sanctions or fines. 

A group of us recently met with Susan Axelrod, EVP of Regulatory Operations, and 
Chip Jones, SVP of Member Relations and Education. It was a candid and forthright 
discussion. Our basic goal is to foster an environment in which well-intentioned firms 
believe that exams are fair, balanced and consistent, and that any sanctions that do 
occur are proportionate to the violations. Firms want exams that are truly risk based, 
with less emphasis on technical issues. Most importantly, they want transparency and 
accountability. The key is a process based on communication and dialogue, where firms 
can further express their point of view. To that end, we have suggested a letter be 
presented to you at the time of the onsite examination outlining how and to whom you 
may escalate any concerns, so that your issues are aired and vetted. While this is 
currently handled verbally during the call to your firm initiating the exam, or the Day 1 
Call, we thought it was important to also have it in writing. Ms. Axelrod also suggested a 
series of regional meetings with members that would be conducted separate from 
district staff, (with one of us present), in the hope of encouraging frank and open 
discussion. We will follow up on both initiatives. We also ask that you contact us and let 
us know what's on your mind. The information should further our understanding of 
issues that are most problematic to small firms in general. 

As industry elected Governors, we remain steadfast in our efforts to reduce the tensions 
that may exist between FINRA and firms, and are committed to articulating the firms' 
point of view. Nonetheless, because FINRA is a very large organization facing external 
pressures to regulate forcefully, our expectations should be realistic. However, we 
believe that a dynamic communications process could have a very healthy effect, and 
we are willing to give it a try. Our contact information is below, and we look forward to 
hearing from you. 
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